AUSTRALIA FIRST PARTY
-: Whatever will benefit Australia - that we are for;
whatever will harm Australia - that we are against. William Lane

PRESS RELEASE
Recipients Of The Prime
Native Australian
Australia Day Award 2017
Announced

THE ORDER OF THE TOAD
Jay W eatherill
For conniving to dump nuclear waste, the ultimate legacy of death,
onto our Sacred Native Soil in the Flinders Ranges
Tim Fischer
For displaying contempt for our cultural heritage in undermining the tradition of
Australia’s National Day to placate misfits and money changer interests.
Daniel Andrews
For inflicting degeneracy and perversions
into the Education Curriculum of Primary School children
Richard W ynne
For compromising the lifestyle of elderly Australian citizens
to accom modate fake refugees dumped into our society.
Kate Carnell
For advancing the recouping of Age Pension benefits, by
commandeering of the family home from deceased estates.
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The Protocol for
The Order Of The Toad
SALUTATION
In addressing a recipient of this Native Australian Award, “Toad”
replaces the common usage of Mr/Mrs, or any other norm of address,
such as those relating to profession, status, position or office.
The salutation “Toad” should be used in both verbal and written
communication as an acknowledgement of the personage of the
recipient.
Toad Award salutation surpasses accreditation attributes of any other
Australian award.
In personal conversation, when addressing a recipient as “Toad“, the
inclusion of a Christian or first name in the appellation is not required.
“Toad” is consummate.
In a personal greeting, particularly when in company, the addressing of
an award holder with the salutation “Toad”, should be as a loud
voiced shout, as a full acknowledgement and recognition of the
character of the recipient.
In written communication, it is not considered appropriate to use the
letters OT [Order of the Toad], following the name of a person issued
the award, This is a norm for certain bourgeois awards, but for
Toads, such is considered likely to decrease community regard for
same, and is therefore unsuitable. “Toad” at the start of the
appellation address fully completes the protocol requirement.
The appellation “Toad” continues in usage not only whilst the
recipient remains on our Native Soil, but also elsewhere. after either
voluntary departure, or deportation under an Australia First Citizens’
Community Order. It is a lifelong accolade.

